Overseas and Research for Thesis abroad
The Call

Overseas – February/March

Thesis abroad – open now

- Application online -
The Call

Overseas
The goal of this grant is to allow students to study at an extra-European host university to carry out didactic activities that must be consistent with their course of study; the students must attend classes and do the final exams.

Thesis Abroad
the goal of this grant is to support students wanting to work on their final thesis abroad, in European or extra-European countries. The destination can be a University or a private institution.
Who can apply

Overseas Bachelor (no 1° year), Master, One Cycle

Thesis abroad students working on their Thesis from M.Sc. or One Cycle
The Selection

Overseas

- Applicant’s academic curriculum (GPA, degree mark, ECTS);
- Relevancy of the proposed plan of study and motivation;
- Language competence;
- Motivation interview

Thesis abroad

- Short description of the thesis project and reason of the destination chosen;
- Presentation letter of the Tor Vergata relator;
- Invitation letter or proof of the contact person at the destination;
- Proficiency language certificate
Procedures to get the grant

Sign the acceptance
Sign the Learning agreement
Send the arrival/departure certificate

Overseas: application to the host University
Procedures to get the grant

Pay the enrollment fee

Have a valid resident permit

Communicate a valid IBAN (Bank account to own name)
The grant

The grants are allocated to the students as a financial support. The contribution will be assigned in accordance with the Ministerial Decree n. 1047 of 29/12/2017. The monthly amount of the grant will be defined according to the destination and the financial position.
The mobility

*Overseas* — one semester (minimum 3 months)

*Thesis Abroad* — from 1 to 3 months. Europe or Extra - Eu
Contacts

Rectorate
building D, floor 0, room 002

Tel. 06/72593509

e-mail: students.exchange@international.uniroma2.it

http://web.uniroma2.it/module/name/Content/newlang/italiano/navpath/ARI/section_parent/6854
http://en.uniroma2.it/international/